
9th Grade Protagonist Journey Story 

 
CHARACTERS: Heidy, Loren, Mr. Smith, Mrs. Smith, Zoe, Mr. 
Williams, & Andromeda 
 
SETTING: A summer camp of a school located in Thailand 
 
PROTAGONIST JOURNEY: “From Bad to Worse” 

 
SYNOPSIS (STORY IDEA): Two girls travel to what they 
believe to be a fun summer camp in Thailand. As they rest 
on the journey, some supernatural events happen to them 
and a witch enters their dream. Loren & Heidy don’t know 
what will happen to them after so many supernatural 
events. Read the story to find out the results of what 
happens to Heidy & Loren. 

 
 

The Mystery of the Smith Sisters 

By: Isabella Cardona, Valentina Aguirre, & Maria Jose Giraldo 
 

A long time ago there existed two sisters whose names were Heidy and Loren, Heidy was thirteen years 
old. Heidy was really shy, she was excellent at school, and she loved science and physics. Her sister, Loren was 
different than Heidy. She was really tall, she loved to play volleyball, she didn’t like to go to school, the only 
subject that she liked was P.E. Both of the sisters were different in all aspects, but they were always together 
and they loved each other. 

 
During the vacations, the school would plan a summer camp every year for eighth graders. It was in 

Thailand, within a huge beautiful forest. Both of the sisters were super excited to be there. It would be the first 
time that they would be leaving England. Most of the students would go, but Heidy and Loren were not sure. 
Their parents, Mr. Smith and Mrs. Smith were very scared to let their daughter go. They were still deciding if 
they would let them go. The girls came back from school and had talked to their parents.   

 
”Hey mom and dad” Loren said. 
”Hello girls how was schooled today?” Mr. Smith asked. 
 
Heidy and Loren asked her parents about the idea of attending camp, they said they would think about it. 

While walking up the stairs, the girls began to plan how to convince their parents. 
 
The next morning, at breakfast, Loren and Heidy started to talk about the pros and cons of going to the 

camp. After one hour of discussion amongst themselves, the parents accepted that it would be a great idea. 
Sometime later, when the travel permits were given, the very happy girls packed their belongings. The flight 
was in two weeks and they were already preparing to visit Thailand. They were filled with joy and excitement 
for what was to come. 

 
Two weeks later, both of the sisters went to school normally. In P.E, they were supposed to make groups 

for a work. They were together with Zoe, she was an old best friend of theirs, but she didn’t have the money 
for going to the summer camp. In the break, Zoe started to talk about Friday 13th, because of the movie and 
superstition associated with it. That same day, the people of the summer camp had the flight. 



 
Zoe told the girls that on that day they were going to have some bad feelings inside their head. Heidy and 

Loren started to feel really strange feelings that day. First they took a taxi with their mother, Mrs. Smith. When 
they were in the car, they saw a shadow just like Zoe had described the day before. Later when they arrived to 
the airport, they saw the same shadow again, but now it was closer and looked like a witch on a broom,  

 
“Please give me a camandula so that the angels accompany us throughout the trip,” requested Loren. 
”Sure sweetie here it is.” Ms. Smith responded.  
 
Every parent has to be with their son in a line to give each passport to the respective teacher. The girls 

have to give their passports to Mr. Williams, the teacher of Social Studies. Ten minutes later all the students 
had to say goodbye to their parents because the plane was going to leave in half an hour. During that half-hour 
in the waiting room, Heidy was extremely bored, because she was only thinking about what she had just seen 
with her sister. On the other hand, Loren was super happy because she was sitting next to her crush on the 
flight. Loren & Heidy discussed what they saw and dedicated themselves to pray while the plane arrived. 

 
At 1:30 p.m. they were finally called to board the plane with numbers 1313, both remembered Friday the 

thirteenth and hugged each other as they entered through the boarding gate. When they sat down they 
looked at the window and saw that in the clouds, the words “Friday 13th” had formed on their own.  

 
Upon arriving in Thailand they had to take a bus. When they were on the bus to the forest, the visions 

that the girls had continued, in that vision they saw a hat of a witch which said “Danger, do not trust anyone”. 
It was odd as both girls had this EXACT same dream. The girls were already very scared so they began to pray 
with their camandula that their mother had given them, this helped them to calm their fears a bit. They no 
longer showed their faces of emotional uncertainty to go out towards other places. 

 
Once they arrived, they went to the reception. There was a giant line full of children claiming their cabin, 

as the last people there little hope of having a good cabin was possible. While the girls were in line they talked 
about what happened during the terrifying spell of the echoes, when they arrived at the reception the girl in 
charge spoke to them. 

 
“Hello yes, names and permissions please. Oh, girls I'm very sorry, this year more people came and we already 
have all the cabins full. You will tell me if you want to stay in the lonely hut over there together with another 
child or if not then I am afraid you will have to leave” the manager said. 

 
Clearly Loren and Heidy agreed, but with some fear. When they arrived at the cabin, their companion of 

the cabin was too strange. She had a stuffed black cat and she liked to wear grey robes with long synthons. It 
was already nightfall, her companion did not say anything, going to the dining room that strange girl 
whispered her name inside their ear. 

 
“Andromeda…” she whispered in a deathly creepy tone. 

 
Loren was very happy to be at the camp. 
 

“Oh! Nice to meet you, we are Loren and Heidy, the craziest sisters you could meet, hehe” Loren mentioned. 
 
Andromeda without answering continued to eat in the camp dining room, while everyone ate the lights 

disappeared for a thousandth of a second. At that specific moment, Andromeda disappeared. Heidy and Loren 
were scared, since they heard the same whispers that they heard that time. In the middle of the night, while 



everyone was sleeping, Loren and Heidy woke up. As they heard a loud knock on their cabin, Heidy washed the 
sleep from her eyes to see what it was, and it sounded as if the old wooden door had been beaten. 

 
”It was just the wind Heidy, come to sleep,” Loren said. 

 
But when they turned around it wasn't the wind! Something had touched her shoulder! 

 
”I told you that you both could not trust anyone. Even with my advice in your dreams you still decided to come 
here. MUAJAJAJA” said the voice in a creepy and sinister tone. It sounded like the voice of Andromeda. Could it 
be the same? 

 
NEWSPAPER ARTICLE from 18/09/2001:  

 
That same Friday, the 13th of July 1999, the death of two 13-year-old girls was proclaimed. No one knew 

what happened to them, the camp was believed to have existed but little evidence shows that it ever existed. 
Two years have passed since their disappearance with no traces of them being found. 

 
-Marlon smith (father of the disappeared) 

 

 
 


